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APPENDIX B: ENERGY COST APPROACH 

This appendix provides an overview of ACIL Allen's (ACIL's) methodology and approach to estimating energy 

costs,1 including why we consider the estimates are appropriate. In addition, we address some of the more 

technical issues raised by stakeholders that are not addressed in the main report. 

The energy costs discussed are: 

• wholesale energy costs (part A) 

• other energy costs (part B). 

Part A: Wholesale energy costs 

Overview 

A retailer incurs wholesale energy costs when purchasing electricity from the National Electricity Market 

(NEM) and engaging in risk management strategies, to meet the demand of its customers. The NEM is a 

volatile market where spot prices are settled every 5 minutes and currently can range from –$1,000 to 

$15,500 per megawatt hour (MWh).23 To manage spot price volatility (spot price risk), retailers typically 

adopt a range of hedging strategies, including: 

• purchasing financial derivatives—such as ASX Energy contracts4 and over-the-counter (OTC) contracts5 

• entering long-term power purchase agreements (PPAs) with electricity generators6 

• investing in their own electricity generators (also known as vertical integration).7 

We engaged ACIL to assist us in estimating wholesale energy costs for these customer groups: 

• Energex area 

− residential and small business customers (small customers) and unmetered customers 

− customers on load control tariffs available to both residential and small business customers 

− customers on load control tariffs available to only small business customers.  

 
 
1  ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023. 
2  The minimum spot price (market floor price) and the maximum spot price (market price cap) are defined in chapter 

3 of the National Electricity Rules. The market price cap is published by the AEMC every February and is effective 
from 1 July. For more information, see https://www.aemc.gov.au. 

3 The market price cap for 2023–24 is $16,600/MWh. For more information see https://aemc.gov.au/news-
centre/media-releases/aemc-publishes-schedule-reliability-settings-2023-24. 

4  ASX Energy contracts are standardised exchange-traded financial derivatives for electricity that allow retailers to 
manage spot price risk. For more information, see https://www.asxenergy.com.au. 

5  Unlike the standardised exchange-traded ASX contracts, OTC contracts are broker-traded, bilateral agreements and 
therefore allow for a high degree of flexibility in the terms of the arrangements. 

6  PPAs are long-term bilateral contracts between a generator and a purchaser for the sale and supply of electricity. 
Generators receive payments over the life of the PPAs to underwrite their investments. Purchasers of PPAs (such 
as retailers) can manage the spot price risk by locking in their electricity costs. 

7  This business model allows the retail and generation arms of the same business to better manage spot price risk by 
having income streams from the NEM and end users. This is because, during periods of low spot prices, the lower 
generation revenue can be partially compensated by the income received from retail customers. Conversely, 
during periods of high spot prices, the higher generation revenue can partially offset the higher costs that the retail 
arm incurs when sourcing electricity at the prevailing spot price. 

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
https://www.aemc.gov.au/
https://www.asxenergy.com.au/
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• Ergon area 

− small, large business and street lighting customers  

− very large business customers  

− customers on load control tariffs available to large business customers. 

Consistent with previous years, ACIL estimated wholesale energy costs using a market hedging approach. 

As discussed in section 4.2.1 of the main report, this approach is designed to simulate the NEM from a 

retailer's perspective, including by incorporating a hedging strategy that a prudent retailer would adopt to 

manage spot price risk in the NEM.  

Broadly, the wholesale energy costs for a given year are a function of:    

• demand considerations 

• wholesale energy spot prices 

• retailers' hedging strategies and forward contract prices.  

Demand considerations 

ACIL used its stochastic demand model to develop 51 weather-influenced simulations of hourly demand for 

the net system load profiles (NSLPs), advanced digital meters (ADMs) profiles, controlled load profiles (CLPs) 

and the system-wide demand for Queensland. The model uses: 

• temperature data from 1970–71 to 2020–21, historical demand profiles from 2018–19 to 2020–21 and 

the expected uptake of rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV)8 

• AEMO's latest demand forecast for 2023–24, including energy forecasts from AEMO's central scenario 

and the seasonal peak demands with a 10% probability of exceedance (POE)9, 50% POE and 90% POE.10 

The weather-influenced, system-wide hourly demand (i.e. the demand satisfied by scheduled and semi-

scheduled generation11) is then used to simulate the expected spot prices, while the simulated NSLPs, ADM 

profiles and CLPs were required to develop separate wholesale energy estimates for different customer 

groups.  

ACIL's report specifies the relevant historical demand profiles and load data sources.12 For retail tariffs with 

limited historical profiles (i.e. the load control tariffs for small and large business customers), ACIL used the 

relevant representative demand profiles that we recently developed using data from Energy Queensland. 

 
 
8  The demand data have not been updated to include 2021–22 due to some anomalies in NSLP data since the 

commencement of five-minute settlement. More details are available in chapter 2 of ACIL's report (ACIL Allen, 
Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, pp 7–34). 

9  POE is the probability of whether an electricity demand forecast will be met or exceeded. For example, a demand 
level with a 10% POE implies that there is a 10% probability of the forecast being met or exceeded. The 10% POE 
forecast is mathematically expected to be met or exceeded once in 10 years and represents demand under more 
extreme weather conditions (than, for example, a 50% POE forecast). 

10 AEMO, 2022 Electricity Statement of Opportunities, August 2022. 
11 Generators with controllable output and a capacity over 30 megawatt (MW) are usually classified as scheduled 

generation. This type of generation is largely made up of coal and gas-fired generation as well as hydropower 
plants. In contrast, generators with intermittent output (such as wind and solar farms) and a capacity over 30 MW 
are generally classified as semi-scheduled generation. If required, for system security, AEMO can control the 
output of scheduled generation but can only constrain the output of semi-scheduled generation. 

12 Table 2.1 of ACIL's report summarises the sources of load data used (ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final 
report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, p 11).  

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/electricity/nem/planning_and_forecasting/nem_esoo/2022/2022-electricity-statement-of-opportunities.pdf?la=en&hash=AED781BE4F1C692F59B1B9CB4EB30C4C
https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
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We consider this approach is appropriate while customer uptake of these tariffs is not widespread and 

there is limited usage data available.13  

In addition, this year, ADM data has been used to better approximate customers' consumption patterns 

and inform our wholesale energy cost estimates (see section 4.2.1 of the main report). 

Wholesale energy spot prices 

To simulate a range of expected spot prices, ACIL has developed several datasets that reflect the supply 

dynamics within the NEM, including: 

• thermal power plant availability—ACIL uses a stochastic outage model to develop 11 hourly power 

station availability simulations. The outage simulation is designed to reflect the probability of various 

planned and forced outages of generators and the effect that outages would have on spot prices 

• renewable energy resource traces—ACIL uses a renewable energy resource model to estimate a set of 

traces14 that reflects the availability and quality of renewable resources/generation (such as wind and 

solar) in different NEM regions, considering weather and geographical conditions  

• generation information—ACIL maintains a reference case projection of the NEM that incorporates 

generator-related data, such as costs and technological characteristics of generators, contract cover 

and portfolio ownership structure. It updates the reference case each quarter in response to the latest 

supply changes announced in terms of new investments, retirements, fuel costs and generator 

availability.  

Since February 2022, thermal generators have faced higher fuel costs. International gas prices and thermal 

coal export prices have been higher and more volatile as the war in Ukraine and sanctions against Russia 

added uncertainty to markets already impacted by global supply constraints.15 To reflect this development, 

ACIL has updated its coal price forecasts using the recent Bloomberg Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) 

forward curve for the Newcastle coal export price. Gas price projections have also been updated by 

incorporating recent domestic gas prices and liquefied natural gas (LNG) export prices. 

ACIL incorporates changes to the existing generation supply where market participants have formally 

announced changes, including mothballing, closure and change in the operating approach of power plants. 

Near-term new generators are included, should ACIL deem these plants to be committed projects.  

ACIL's forecast of the generation supply and costs within the NEM also closely aligns with AEMO's latest 

Integrated System Plan (ISP) and Electricity Statement of Opportunities (ESOO).16 To achieve this, ACIL 

routinely compares its detailed assumptions with AEMO's ISP and ESOO findings, including the technical 

parameters of generators, fuel prices and interconnector expansions. ACIL investigated any deviation in 

assumptions and adopted AEMO's findings if the deviation could not be justified. However, to date, ACIL's 

assumptions closely align with AEMO's findings. 

 
 
13 QCA, Supplementary review: Regulated retail electricity prices for 2020–21, final determination, October 2020, 

pp 17–19. 
14 These traces are consistent with the weather conditions for the demand profiles from 2018–19 to 2020–21. This 

maintains the appropriate correlation between various demand profiles and renewable energy resource traces, as 
both electricity demand and renewable generation vary with weather patterns. 

15 Domestic prices of coal and gas are influenced by international prices because some producers may have the 
option of exporting these resources and receiving international prices. As such, thermal power stations compete 
with international buyers, and this affects the fuel costs of these generators.   

16 The ISP and ESOO contain extensive technical data that inform the decision-making of interested parties as they 
assess opportunities in the NEM. 

https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/final-determination_-supplementary-notified-prices-review-2020-21-final-for-publication.pdf
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Spot price simulation 

ACIL uses a proprietary electricity model (PowerMark) to generate 561 simulations of 8,760 hourly 

wholesale electricity spot prices for 2023–24 and dynamically simulate the behaviour of generators in the 

NEM by: 

• allowing each portfolio of generators to optimise its bids to maximise profit 

• considering the stochastic demand profiles 

• thermal power plant availability, renewable energy resource traces and generation information. 

This allows ACIL's estimates to account for: 

• changes in generators' bidding behaviour caused by changing market conditions, such as the recent 

influx of renewable generation  

• changes in underlying costs (including fuel costs) 

• changes due to the recent government interventions, including the implemented price caps on coal 

and gas, reflecting the actual impacts of gas and coal price caps on generators' bidding behaviour. 

ACIL's modelling: 

− assumes the caps will be in force throughout the entire 2023–24 financial year and apply to: 

○ some (but not all) gas-fired power plants (i.e. there are exemptions for peaking plants that 

purchase gas on a short-term basis at a price of $25/GJ, which is higher than the cap of $12/GJ)  

○ coal-fired power stations exposed to the export coal market (i.e. the New South Wales 

generators and Gladstone)17  

− incorporates post-intervention generator bidding behaviour, which indicates that generators have 

not responded uniformly to the price caps.18    

ACIL also attempted to capture any heightened market volatility by undertaking a large number of 

simulations (over 500) to account for variations in demand, thermal plant availability, output of renewable 

generation and spot price outcomes.  

Retailers' hedging strategies and contract prices  

To simulate the wholesale energy costs incurred by a retailer that manages spot price risk, ACIL developed 

a hedging methodology based on the standard ASX Energy base and cap contracts. 

ACIL uses its hedge model to test a substantial number of strategies to derive a hedging strategy (and contract 

volume) with the lowest cost and variance, considering the latest simulated demand profiles, spot prices and 

trade-weighted contract prices. ACIL evaluated multiple strategies by varying the mix of ASX contracts for each 

quarter and analysing the resulting distribution of wholesale energy costs for each strategy. 

 
 
17 ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, pp 20, 35–41. 
18 For example, ACIL observes that Mount Piper is currently short on coal and hence tends to offer its capacity at a 

much higher price (aside from its minimum stable load) to avoid shortfalls. ACIL understands that Mount Piper has 
recently secured additional coal supply, but it is unclear if this is sufficient for the station to run at a high capacity 
factor (ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, pp 35–36). 

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
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ACIL estimates contract prices for 2023–24 by calculating the trade-weighted average of ASX Energy 

settlement prices of quarterly base and cap contracts and call options19 for base contracts, using contract 

prices and trade volumes for Queensland until 10 May 2023 inclusive.  

Trading of ASX contracts tends to commence a number of years before the relevant financial year. For 

example, trading for 2023–24 ASX base contracts commenced as early as March 2020. This reflects how 

market participants (such as retailers) purchase ASX contracts to lock in their costs in advance and manage 

spot price risk.20 

Compared to last year, 2023–24 trade-weighted contract prices have increased: 

• for base contracts—between around $28 and $44/MWh (or 49 and 76 per cent). 

• for cap contracts—between around $7 and $10/MWh (or 26 and 115 per cent).21 

ACIL applied the hedging methodology (together with the simulated spot prices) to derive 561 annual 

hedged energy costs for a given demand profile. The 95th percentile of the distribution of hedged costs was 

used as the final estimate of the wholesale energy costs. 

Addressing stakeholder submissions 

The comments Ergon Energy Retail (EER) made on some matters are addressed in the main report. EER also 

suggested that we update our spot price modelling to address: 

• the increasing incidence of negative spot prices due to higher levels of solar generation 

• the current liquidity of ASX contracts (specifically cap contracts), noting that retailers are increasingly 

reliant on more expensive OTC contracts 

• the heavy weighting of caps in ACIL's hedging methodology, despite there being no increase in the 

cumulative trade volume of caps. EER said a more accurate indicator of the availability of caps for 

retailers is the ASX open interest position and suggested some proportion of the assumed cap contract 

volume be replaced with swaps in the modelled hedging portfolio.22  

Incidence of negative spot prices 

Consistent with EER's view, we consider the continued installation of rooftop and utility-scale solar PV 

systems will likely increase the number of negative spot prices during daylight hours. For 2023–24, ACIL 

estimated that the proportion of spot price outcomes less than or equal to zero ranges between 8 and 10 

per cent, compared to a historical range of less than 6 per cent. We are therefore satisfied that our spot 

price modelling adequately considers recent developments and market volatility, based on the latest 

available information. 

Current liquidity of ASX contracts (specifically cap contracts) 

An indirect indicator of contract liquidity is the cumulative trade volume. Except for 2021–2223, the 

cumulative trade volume for cap contracts (to date for 2023–24) is on par with the trade volumes in 

 
 
19 In this context, call options are a type of financial derivative that gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, 

to purchase ASX base contracts at a predetermined price (known as the 'strike price') and volume. In exchange for 
the right to exercise the option, the holder (buyer) will pay a premium to the seller of the call option (regardless of 
whether the holder chooses to exercise the option). 

20 See Figure 2.7, Qld - Base Q1 2023 chart, which shows Q1 2023–24 base contracts purchased in advance and as 
early as March 2020 (ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, pp 25–27). 

21 Table 5.1 of ACIL's report (ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, p 51). 
22 EER, sub 5, pp 6–7, sub 13, p 1. 
23 In 2021–22, trade volume was lower due to the transition to 5-minute settlement. 

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
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previous years.24 On this basis, we are satisfied the liquidity for cap contracts has remained reasonably 

stable.   

We did consider EER's concerns around ACIL's hedging strategy and the heavy weighting of cap contracts. 

However, we would not necessarily expect a retailer to attempt to replicate ACIL's hedging strategy. That 

strategy relies entirely on using ASX-listed contracts, which are just one of the many instruments that 

retailers use to hedge their exposure to spot price movements. In reality, and as noted by the Australian 

Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) in its ongoing inquiry into the NEM, retailers also rely on 

OTC contracts (including OTC cap contracts and load-following contracts), PPAs and their own generating 

units to act as hedging instruments.25 These alternative hedging instruments may allow a retailer to hedge 

their load in a less costly manner. The key reason that we rely on ASX contracts as a proxy for the costs that 

retailers incur when hedging is because the information for these contracts is publicly available, transparent 

and verifiable, whereas information for other hedging instruments tends to be commercial-in-confidence.  

As we are aware that retailers can access these other (non-ASX-listed) hedging instruments, we do not 

consider that the number of cap contracts specified in ACIL's hedging strategy exceeding the open interest 

position indicated by ASX is problematic.  

EER also noted retailers are increasingly reliant on more expensive OTC contracts. We have investigated 

this issue by comparing the ASX data with OTC contract data. At this stage, we have found no evidence of 

OTC prices being consistently higher (or lower) than ASX contract prices. To date, there is a high level of 

consistency between both prices, with absolute differences26 typically being between 1 and 2 per cent for 

contracts with similar specifications. 

Other issues 

EER also suggested:  

• the need for a trigger to pass through wholesale energy costs that were incurred due to an 

extraordinary event  

• the 95th percentile of hedged costs be retained as the estimate of the wholesale energy cost for a 

given customer group 

• publication of ACIL's energy modelling data to enhance the transparency of our methodology for 

estimating wholesale energy costs.27 

In relation to a trigger for extraordinary events, we note prudent retailers reduce their exposure to 

unexpected or extraordinary events by engaging in a variety of hedging strategies, including via trading in 

ASX contracts. Our market hedging approach is designed to reflect this dynamic and the conditions of ASX 

contract markets. The purchase of ASX contracts allows retailers to mitigate some of the impacts of 

extraordinary events by locking in a proportion of their costs in advance. Any events with longer-term 

implications would also be captured in the ASX contract markets, as these markets are forward-looking and 

reflect market participants' expectations of future spot prices. 

Consistent with EER's views, we consider retaining the 95th percentile hedged cost as the estimate for the 

wholesale cost remains appropriate. We recognise there may be some residual volume and price risk not 

 
 
24 See Figure 3.2 in ACIL's draft report (ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, draft report, prepared for the QCA, 

February 2023, p 37). 
25 ACCC, Inquiry into the National Electricity Market, November 2022, pp 43–45. 
26 This refers to the difference expressed in absolute numbers—that is, the difference without regard to whether it is 

a negative or positive difference. 
27 EER, sub 5, p 7. 

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Inquiry%20into%20the%20National%20Electricity%20Market%20-%20November%202022%20report.pdf
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captured by the spot price and hedge modelling. The key reason for adopting the 95th percentile is to 

account for short-term volatility in spot prices, as price spikes tend to occur with little or no notice. 

EER also suggested we publish the modelling data to improve transparency. In addition to the supporting 

information provided in this appendix, we have published relevant modelling data on our website to inform 

stakeholders' assessments and understanding of our methodology for estimating wholesale energy costs.28 

  

 
 
28 QCA, Regulated electricity prices for regional Queensland 2023–24, QCA website, 2023. 

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
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Part B: Other energy costs 

This section provides further detail to that contained in the main report, including why we consider ACIL's 

approach and other energy cost estimates are appropriate.  

Overall, other energy costs are lower this year 

ACIL's estimates of other energy costs show an overall decrease for both small customer tariffs (7 per cent, 

or $1.54/MWh) and large customer tariffs (12.3 percent, or $2.66/MWh). This reflects: 

• an increase in: 

− large-scale renewable energy target (LRET)29 costs by 49 per cent ($2.44/MWh)—driven by an increase 

in the forward prices of large-scale generation certificates (LGCs) from the Clean Energy Regulator (CER) 

− prudential costs for small customers by 49 per cent ($1.26/MWh)—reflecting elevated contract prices 

and greater expected price volatility in the NEM  

• offsetting decrease in: 

− small-scale renewable energy scheme (SRES)30 costs by 37 per cent ($4.04/MWh)—driven by a 

decline in the number of small-scale technology certificates (STCs) retailers are required to purchase  

− NEM management fees by 16 per cent ($0.18/MWh)—reflecting a decrease in costs related to 

operating the NEM  

− ancillary services charges by 67 per cent ($0.95/MWh)—due to lower costs for frequency control 

ancillary services (FCAS)31 in Queensland. The completion of upgrades for the Queensland to New 

South Wales interconnector in July 2022 contributed to lower FCAS; therefore, ancillary costs 

returned to more normal levels 

− prudential costs for large customers by 7 per cent ($0.14/MWh)—primarily due to changes in the 

shape of the relevant demand profile with more electricity consumed during the non-peak period, 

instead of during the peak period  

− reliability and emergency reserve trader (RERT) costs by approximately 96 per cent ($0.97/MWh)—

driven by fewer activations of the RERT to assist with power system management.32 This estimate 

excludes RERT activations during market events in June 2022  

• costs associated with: 

− market events in June 2022 to be $0.90/MWh—these include the RERT and compensation costs 

determined and published by AEMO and AEMC to date (discussed further below)  

− energy losses.33  

 
 
29 The LRET sets annual targets for the amount of electricity that must be sourced from large-scale renewable energy 

projects, such as utility-scale wind and solar generation. Retailers must purchase and surrender LGCs to the CER to 
fulfil their obligations under the LRET. For more information, see https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au. 

30 The SRES provides an incentive for individuals and small businesses to install eligible small-scale renewable energy 
systems. Retailers must purchase and surrender STCs to the CER to fulfil their obligations under the SRES. For more 
information, see https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au. 

31 FCAS is a process used by AEMO to maintain the frequency of the electricity system within the normal operating 
band around 50 cycles per second.  

32 On 5 July 2022, AEMO activated the RERT in response to a forecast Lack of Reserve 2 (LOR 2) condition. A LOR 2 
condition signals a tightening of electricity supply reserves. This condition exists when reserve levels are less than 
the single largest generator in a NEM region. 

33 ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, pp 63–73.  

https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/
https://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/
https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
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Sometimes retailers also incur costs associated with the Retailer Reliability Obligation (RRO).34 However, as 

the RRO has not been triggered in Queensland for 2023–24, no RRO costs have been incurred (or included 

in the cost estimates).  

ACIL's approach and estimates 

We consider ACIL's approach to estimating the other energy costs is appropriate, as it reflects how retailers 

are likely to incur these costs in practice. It uses the latest information from relevant sources to estimate 

the relevant other energy costs, including information published by AEMO (on projected NEM fees for 

instance) and the CER (reflecting the LRET/SRES obligations that retailers are expected to face in 2023‒

24).35  

Addressing stakeholder submissions 

A series of conditions affecting the NEM led to the triggering of the administered price cap36, suspension of 

the spot market, and around 500 market interventions from 12 to 24 June 2022. In accordance with the 

National Electricity Rules (NER), certain costs associated with these events are passed on to retailers.  

Consistent with EER's views, we have incorporated the costs associated with the June 2022 market events 

approved by AEMO and AEMC to date. This includes costs of $45,000,550 in Queensland for the RERT, 

direction costs and compensation relating to the administered pricing and NEM suspension.37 This equates 

to $0.90/MWh (calculated by dividing these costs by Queensland's total energy requirements). Once the 

remaining costs are finalised, it would be appropriate to consider including them in notified prices in 

future.38 

 

 
 
34 When the RRO is triggered for a given quarter and NEM region, retailers are required to secure sufficient qualifying 

contracts to cover their share of the one-in-two-year peak demand. 
35 As detailed in ACIL's report (ACIL Allen, Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, pp 

63–73). 
36 The administered price cap is essentially a last-resort safety-net price that aims to stabilise the electricity market 

by capping prices in the NEM following a prolonged period of extreme prices. It is designed to limit market 
participants’ spot price exposure and, at the same time, provide sufficient revenue for generators to cover their 
short-term costs and continue supplying electricity through normal market mechanisms. 

37 See Table 5.15 of ACIL's report, which itemises the cost of the June 2022 market events by category (ACIL Allen, 
Estimated Energy Costs, final report, prepared for the QCA, May 2023, p 71). Note, this table uses the AEMO 
published amounts from 6 January 2023, consistent with EER's views. 

38 Consistent with EER's views, if costs are still outstanding by the time of the final determination, we will assess the 
options available to address this (EER, sub 5, pp 8‒9). 

https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
https://www.qca.org.au/project/customers/electricity-prices/regulated-electricity-prices-for-regional-queensland-2023-24/
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Changes in total energy cost allowances  

The chart below summarises the changes in energy costs, by energy cost component and overall, from 2022–23 to 2023–24. 

Figure 1 Changes in total energy cost allowances  

 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding.  
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APPENDIX C: STANDING OFFER ADJUSTMENT AND DEFAULT MARKET 

OFFER COMPARISON 

This appendix provides further information about the following matters discussed in section 5.1 of the main 

report:  

• the standing offer adjustment (SOA)  

• the default market offer (DMO) comparison, including subsequent adjustments to the SOA. 

SOA approach 

We include a SOA in notified prices to reflect the more favourable terms and conditions in standard 

contracts (standing offers), consistent with the requirements in the Minister's delegation. 

We use an avoided-cost method to determine the value of the SOA—that is, we use the maximum costs a 

customer may avoid on a standard contract, relative to a market contract, as a proxy for the benefit a 

customer can derive from a standard contract.  

Customers on a standard contract avoid most retail fees, because the National Energy Retail Law limits the 

types of fees that standing offer (standard contract) customers in Queensland can be charged.39 However, 

retailers are allowed to charge customers on market contracts various retail fees.40  

To identify the maximum avoided costs, we analyse the retail fees attached to residential and small business 

flat rate market offers in SEQ in the past June quarter.41 We then calculate the maximum fee amount for 

each retailer as a simple accumulation of each fee type levied by a particular retailer. 

Our approach of identifying the maximum avoided costs (the maximum costs a market contract customer 

may incur above a standard contract customer) requires us to include the full fee amount levied by each 

retailer. We then calculate a simple average of fees retailers charge customers on market contracts.42  

However, when we sum each retailer's fees, we make adjustments to avoid double or triple counting of 

mutually exclusive fee types (for example, fees associated with different payment methods). Given that 

dishonour payment fees can be attached to a standard contract too, we do not include these fees in our 

analysis. Our intention is to assess fees that could be incurred on a market contract but that are avoided 

(not incurred) on a standard contract; thus, including dishonour payment fees would lead to the maximum 

avoided costs being overstated.  

 
 
39 Retailers can only charge a historical billing data fee (if a customer requests such data that is more than two years 

old) and dishonour payment fees (a retailer's administration fee or a financial institution fee). 
40 This includes paper bill fees, late payment fees, payment processing fees (e.g. for payments with a debit or credit 

card, with BPAY, or at an Australia Post office) and account establishment fees. 
41 QCA, SEQ retail electricity market monitoring 2021–22, December 2022, pp 60–62 and 67–69 (tables 14 and 16). 
42 We use a simple average, which provides a reasonable reflection of the maximum avoided costs, without the 

added complexity associated with alternative methods. Similarly, we consider it appropriate not to weight the 
costs based on the percentage of customers who may incur them. 

https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/seq-retail-electricity_-annual-market-monitoring-report-2021-22-final148120710.pdf
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Consistent with our usual approach, we express the average maximum avoided costs as a percentage of a 

small SEQ customer's average flat-rate market offer bill.43 This results in an SOA value of 4.56 per cent (or 

$58.89) this year.  

DMO comparison  

Consistent with previous years, we have compared the relevant notified price bills (including a SOA) to the 

DMO reference bills to assess whether we should discount the value of the SOA—that is, where the notified 

price bills (including the 4.56 per cent SOA) exceed the AER's final DMO annual bills for 2023–24, we will 

consider discounting the SOA.  

The AER sets four DMO bills—a residential flat-rate tariff, residential flat-rate with load control tariffs, 

residential time-of-use tariff and small business flat-rate tariff. The AER has regard to considerations that 

are different to those we must consider when setting notified prices.44 As such, we assessed the 

components of the DMO bill and, to better compare the bills, adjusted for:  

• the goods and services tax (GST)—as GST is included in the DMO bills but not in our notified prices, we 

included the value of GST in our notified price bills 

• consumption levels—as consumption levels are different for the DMO bills, we have used the DMO 

consumption levels to calculate comparable notified price bills 

• the allocation for load control tariffs—to calculate a single DMO bill for tariffs 31 and 33, the AER uses 

an apportioning approach with an allocation of 29 per cent for tariff 31 and 71 per cent for tariff 33. 

We have applied the same approach to calculate a single notified price bill for load control tariffs (i.e. 

we use the AER's allocation methodology).45 

Based on the comparison: 

• notified price bills exceeded the DMO reference bills for SEQ in each instance (see 'Difference (B – A)' 

column in Table 1) 

• consistent with previous guidance from the Minister, we discounted the SOA for all small customer 

tariffs to maintain price relativity between these tariffs. This resulted in the SOA being discounted: 

− to 0 percent for all residential small customer tariffs, based on the reduction required for the most 

widely used residential tariff (the flat-rate tariff 11) 

− to 0 percent for all small business customer tariffs, based on the reduction required for flat-rate 

tariff 20. 

Table 1 shows the adjusted notified price bills with a 0 per cent (or no) SOA (see 'Notified price bill 0% SOA 

(C)' column), which are more closely aligned to the relevant DMO reference bills (see 'Difference (C– A)'  

column).  

 
 
43 We used SEQ residential and small businesses annual electricity bill data for the June quarter of 2022 (QCA, SEQ 

retail electricity market monitoring 2021–22: Appendices, December 2022, p 45 (table C6)), consistent with the 
retail fee information for the June quarter of 2022. 

44 See AER's Default market offer prices 2023–24, final determination, May 2023, chapter 3 for a description of the 
AER's task, and chapter 1 of the main report for a description of our task.   

45 Using the AER's DMO reference bills and consumption levels (AER, Default market offer prices 2023–24, final 
determination, May 2023, p. 66) and our own analysis. 

https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/seq-retail-electricity_-annual-market-monitoring-report-2021-22-appendices-final14812084.pdf
https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/seq-retail-electricity_-annual-market-monitoring-report-2021-22-appendices-final14812084.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Default%20market%20offer%20prices%202023-24%20final%20determination.pdf
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Default%20market%20offer%20prices%202023-24%20final%20determination.pdf
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Table 2 DMO comparison, discounted SOA and adjusted notified price bills (incl GST) 

Customer 
type 

Relevant 
notified 

price tariff 

DMO 
reference bill 

(A) 

Notified price 
bill 4.56% SOA 

(B) 

Difference 

(B ‒ A) 

Notified price 
bill 0% SOA 

(C) 

Difference  

(C ‒ A) 

Residential  11 $1,969 $2,065.48 $96.48 $1,974.76 $5.76 

11, 31 & 33 $2,363 $2,463.95 $100.95 $2,355.62 ($7.38) 

12B $1,969 $2,000.58 $31.58 $1,912.70 ($56.30) 

Small 
business  

20 $4,202 $4,557.96 $355.96 $4,357.67 $155.67 
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APPENDIX D: COST PASS-THROUGH APPROACH 

This appendix provides further information on the small-scale renewable energy scheme (SRES) pass-

through amounts included in the notified prices (discussed in section 5.2 of the main report).  

The approach we used involves: 

• estimating the under- or over-recovery of SRES costs—by comparing the actual cost of SRES 

compliance during 2022–2346 with the allowance included in notified prices and  

• calculating SRES costs to be passed through in the 2023–24 notified prices—by making appropriate 

adjustments to the under- or -over recovery to determine the amounts to be passed through in 2023-

24 notified prices.  

Based on our assessment, we found there was an over-recovery of SRES costs in 2022–23 of 2.19/MWh 

(0.2194 c/kWh), as shown in Table 2. 

Table 1 SRES over-recovery, 2022–23 

Allowance vs 
actual costs 

Period STP  Clearing 
house price 

($/MWh) 
a 

SRES  
cost 

($/MWh) 

Average SRES 
cost 

($/MWh) 
Final 
(%) 

Non-binding 
(%) 

2022–23 final 
determination 
allowance 

1 Jul – 31 Dec 2022 27.26% 

 

40 10.904 10.904 

 
1 Jan – 30 Jun 2023  27.26% 40 10.904 

2022–23 
actual cost 

1 Jul – 31 Dec 2022 27.26% 

 

40 10.904 8.710 

1 Jan – 30 Jun 2023 16.29% 

 

40 6.516 

Over-recovery in 2022–23 (before adjusting for energy losses, the time value of money, variable 
retail cost allocators and the standing offer adjustment)        

2.194 

a  Determined by the Clean Energy Regulator.  

To calculate the appropriate SRES pass through amounts for each customer tariff class, we adjusted the 

estimated over-recovery of SRES costs to account for: 

• energy losses (to determine the SRES liabilities based on energy acquired), by applying the relevant 

transmission and distribution loss factors adopted in the 2022–23 determination  

• the time value of money (to restore the real value of the over-recovered amounts), by applying a 

nominal weighted-average cost of capital of 8.86%47 

• the variable retail cost allocators and standing offer adjustment (consistent with how these allowances 

were applied in the 2022–23 determination).  

Table 3 shows the resulting pass-through amounts, including the calculations (and adjustments) described 
above, included in 2023-24 notified prices.   
  

 
 
46 using the Clean Energy Regulator’s (CER’s) final small-scale technology percentage (STP) for 2022 and 2023. 
47 Based on our latest internal analysis. 
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Table 2 SRES pass-through amounts 

Residential and load control 
a tariffs 

A Negative allowance for SRES over-recovery in 2022–23 (c/kWh) –0.2194 

B Energy losses in 2022–23 (total loss factor) 1.069 

C Discount rate (time value of money) (%) 8.86 

D Over-recovery before the application of standing offer adjustment and 
variable retail cost allowance (2023–24 c/kWh) 

–0.2553 

E Variable retail cost allowance (residential) in 2022–23 (%) 7.25 

F Standing offer adjustment in 2022–23 (%) 3.7 

G SRES cost pass-through for 2023–24 (c/kWh) –0.2840 

Small business, load control 
b and unmetered supply tariffs 

A Negative allowance for SRES over-recovery in 2022–23 (c/kWh) –0.2194 

B Energy losses in 2022–23 (total loss factor) 1.069 

C Discount rate (time value of money) (%) 8.86 

D Over-recovery before the application of standing offer adjustment and 
variable retail cost allowance (2023–24 c/kWh) 

–0.2553 

E Variable retail cost allowance (small business) in 2022–23 (%) 18.70 

F Standing offer adjustment in 2022–23 (%) 3.7 

G SRES cost pass-through for 2023–24 (c/kWh) –0.3143 

Limited access obsolete tariffs 
c 

A Negative allowance for SRES over-recovery in 2022–23 (c/kWh) –0.2194 

B Energy losses in 2022–23 (total loss factor) 1.067 

C Discount rate (time value of money) (%) 8.86 

D Over-recovery before the application of headroom and variable retail 
cost allowance (2023–24 c/kWh) 

–0.2548 

E Variable retail cost allowance (small business) in 2022–23 (%) 18.70 

F Headroom allowance in 2022–23 (%) 0.0 

G SRES cost pass-through for 2023–24 (c/kWh) –0.3025 

Large business, load control 
d, street lighting and obsolete 

e tariffs 

A Negative allowance for SRES over-recovery in 2022–23 (c/kWh) –0.2194 

B Energy losses in 2022–23 (total loss factor) 1.067 

C Discount rate (time value of money) (%) 8.86 

D Over-recovery before the application of headroom and variable retail 
cost allowance (2023–24 c/kWh) 

–0.2548 

E Variable retail cost allowance (large business) in 2022–23 (%) 6.0445 

F Headroom allowance in 2022–23 (%) 0.0 

G SRES cost pass-through for 2023–24 (c/kWh) –0.2702 
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Very large business tariffs 

A Negative allowance for SRES over-recovery in 2022–23 (c/kWh) –0.2194 

B Energy losses in 2022–23 (total loss factor) 1.020 

C Discount rate (time value of money) (%) 8.86 

D Over-recovery before the application of headroom and variable retail 
cost allowance (2023–24 c/kWh) 

–0.2436 

E Variable retail cost allowance (very large business) in 2022–23 (%) 6.0445 

F Headroom allowance in 2022–23 (%) 0.0 

G SRES cost pass-through for 2023–24 (c/kWh) –0.2583 

a  Tariffs 31 and 33. 
b  Tariff 34. 
c  Tariffs 62A, 65A and 66A.  
d  Tariffs 60A and 60B. 
e  Tariff 50. 
Note: The SRES cost pass-through amounts were calculated using the formula: 𝐺 = 𝐴 × 𝐵 × (1 + 𝐶) × (1 + 𝐸) × (1 + 𝐹). 
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APPENDIX E: DATA USED TO ESTIMATE CUSTOMER IMPACTS 

Typical customer figures are based on the annual consumption of the median customer on each tariff in 

regional Queensland. The median customer is the middle customer in terms of consumption out of all 

customers on each tariff. As such, half of all customers will use less electricity than the median customer, 

and half will use more.  

Consistent with previous determinations, Ergon Energy Retail has provided the latest actual usage data, 

gathered from its customer base of over 700,000 electricity customers in regional Queensland (Table 4).  

Table 3 Median usage data used to determine customer impacts 

Retail tariff  Usage  
(kWh per year) 

Demand  
(kW per month) 

Demand threshold  
(kW per month) 

T11 4,468 — — 

T31 1,616 — — 

T33 1,513 — — 

T20 4,891 — — 

T44 153,019 59 30 

T45 563,986 202 120 

T46 297,823 411 400 
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APPENDIX F: BUILD-UP OF FINAL NOTIFIED PRICES 

Table 4 Notified prices—residential customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand 

 Off-peak/flat  Shoulder Peak 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month 

Tariff 11—
residential     
(flat-rate) 

Network  55.000 7.907    

Energy  20.542    

Fixed retail  54.521     

Variable retail  2.063    

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000    

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840    

Total 109.521 30.227    

Tariff 12B—
residential 
time-of-use 

Network  53.200 2.840 3.513 15.936  

Energy  20.542 20.542 20.542  

Fixed retail  54.521     

Variable retail  1.695 1.744 2.645  

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000  

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840 -0.2840 -0.2840  

Total 107.721 24.793 25.515 38.839  

Tariff 12C—
residential 
time-of-use 

Network  53.200 2.840 3.513 15.936  

Energy  6.678 14.021 35.914  

Fixed retail  54.521     

Variable retail  0.690 1.271 3.759  

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000  

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840 -0.2840 -0.2840  

Total 107.721 9.924 18.521 55.325  

Tariff 14A—
residential 
time-of-use 
demand 

Network  53.200 3.280   4.213 

Energy  20.542    

Fixed retail  54.521     

Variable retail  1.727   0.305 

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000   0.000 

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840    

Total 107.721 25.265   4.518 

Network  53.200 2.312   7.936 
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Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand 

 Off-peak/flat  Shoulder Peak 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month 

Tariff 14B—
residential 
time-of-use 
demand 

Energy  20.542    

Fixed retail  54.521     

Variable retail  1.657   0.575 

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000   0.000 

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840    

Total 107.721 24.227   8.511 

Tariff 31—      
night rate 
(super 
economy) 

Network   3.455    

Energy  14.498    

Fixed retail  3.385     

Variable retail  1.302    

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000    

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840    

Total 3.385 18.971    

Tariff 33—
controlled 
(supply 
economy) 

Network   4.556    

Energy  14.832    

Fixed retail  3.385     

Variable retail  1.406    

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000    

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2840    

Total 3.385 20.510    

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.  
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Table 5 Notified prices—small business and unmetered supply customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand 

 Off-peak/flat Peak 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month 

Tariff 20—
business 
(flat-rate) 

Network  73.000 8.635   

Energy  20.542   

Fixed retail  69.180    

Variable retail  5.456   

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000   

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3143   

Total 142.180 34.319   

Tariff 24A—
business 
(time-of-use 
demand) 

Network  71.100 5.586  4.077 

Energy  20.542   

Fixed retail  69.180    

Variable retail  4.886  0.762 

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000  0.000 

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3143   

Total 140.280 30.700  4.839 

Tariff 24B—
business 
(time-of-use 
demand) 

Network  71.100 4.633  9.276 

Energy  20.542   

Fixed retail  69.180    

Variable retail  4.708  1.735 

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000  0.000 

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3143   

Total 140.280 29.568  11.011 

Tariff 34—
business 
(interruptibl
e supply) 

Network  61.700 4.467   

Energy  15.620   

Fixed retail  69.180    

Variable retail  3.756   

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000   

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3143   

Total 130.880 23.528   

Tariff 91—
unmetered 

Network   6.368   

Energy  20.542   

Fixed retail      

Variable retail  5.032   
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Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand 

 Off-peak/flat Peak 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month 

Standing offer adjustment  0.000   

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3143   

Total  31.628   

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding. 
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Table 6 Notified prices—small business customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed band 
a Usage 

Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Off-peak/flat Shoulder Peak 

c/day c/day c/day c/day c/day c/kWh c/kWh c/kWh 

Tariff 22B—
small business 
time-of-use 
inclining band  

Network  71.100 100.600 130.300 160.100 189.800 2.748 7.838 18.131 

Energy      20.542 20.542 20.542 

Fixed retail  69.180 69.180 69.180 69.180 69.180    

Variable retail      4.355 5.307 7.232 

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SRES cost pass-through      -0.3143 -0.3143 -0.3143 

Total 140.280 169.780 199.480 229.280 258.980 27.331 33.373 45.590 

Tariff 22C—
small business 
time-of-use 
inclining band 

Network 71.100 100.600 130.300 160.100 189.800 2.748 7.838 18.131 

Energy      6.678 14.021 35.914 

Fixed Retail  69.180 69.180 69.180 69.180 69.180    

Variable Retail      1.763 4.088 10.106 

Standing offer adjustment 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SRES cost pass-through      -0.3143 -0.3143 -0.3143 

Total 140.280 169.780 199.480 229.280 258.980 10.875 25.632 63.837 

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding.  
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Table 7 Notified prices—large business and street lighting customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand Excess 

demand 
Off-peak/flat Peak Off-peak/flat Peak Off-peak/flat 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month $/kW/month $/kVA/month $/kVA/month 

Tariff 44—
over 100 MWh small 
(demand) 

Network  3859.200 2.693  24.847  22.361  

Energy  15.197      

Fixed retail  418.895       

Variable retail  1.081  1.502  1.352  

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total 4278.095 18.701  26.349  23.713  

Tariff 45—
over 100 MWh medium 
(demand) 

Network  12556.900 2.693  24.847  22.361  

Energy  15.197      

Fixed retail  1152.149       

Variable retail  1.081  1.502  1.352  

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total 13709.049 18.701  26.349  23.713  

Tariff 46—
over 100 MWh large 
(demand) 

Network  32748.100 2.693  20.017  18.025  

Energy  15.197      

Fixed retail  2930.964       

Variable retail  1.081  1.210  1.090  

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total 35679.064 18.701  21.227  19.115  

Tariff 50A—
large business time-of-
use demand 

Network  17197.900 2.745    15.693 2.402 

Energy  15.197      

Fixed retail  377.245       

Variable retail  1.085    0.949 0.145 
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Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand Excess 

demand 
Off-peak/flat Peak Off-peak/flat Peak Off-peak/flat 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month $/kW/month $/kVA/month $/kVA/month 

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total 17575.145 18.756    16.642 2.547 

Tariff 60A—
large business flat-rate 
interruptible supply 
(primary) 

Network  3859.200 9.035      

Energy  14.582      

Fixed retail  418.895       

Variable retail  1.428      

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total 4278.095 24.775      

Tariff 60B—
large business flat-rate 
interruptible supply 
(secondary) 

Network   9.035      

Energy  14.582      

Fixed retail         

Variable retail  1.428      

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total  24.775      

Tariff 71—     
street lighting 

Network   12.591      

Energy  15.197      

Fixed retail         

Variable retail  1.680      

Headroom        

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702      

Total  29.198      

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding.   
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Table 8 Notified prices—very large business customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Connection unit Capacity Demand 

c/day c/kWh $/day/unit $/kVA of AD/month $/kVA/month 

Tariff 51A—
high voltage 
(CAC 66 kV) 

Network  20446.000 1.690 6.211 3.398 3.666 

Energy  12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335     

Variable retail  0.834 0.375 0.205 0.222 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583    

Total 23347.335 14.375 6.586 3.603 3.888 

Tariff 51B— 
high voltage 
(CAC 33 kV) 

Network 14157.200 1.690 6.211 4.127 3.798 

Energy  12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335     

Variable retail  0.834 0.375 0.249 0.230 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583    

Total 17058.535 14.375 6.586 4.376 4.028 

Tariff 51C—
high voltage 
(CAC 22/11kV Bus) 

Network 13067.900 1.690 6.211 4.742 4.605 

Energy  12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335     

Variable retail  0.834 0.375 0.287 0.278 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583    

Total 15969.235 14.375 6.586 5.029 4.883 
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Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Connection unit Capacity Demand 

c/day c/kWh $/day/unit $/kVA of AD/month $/kVA/month 

Tariff 51D— 
high voltage 
(CAC 22/11kV Line) 

Network 12445.500 1.690 6.211 9.092 9.288 

Energy  12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335     

Variable retail  0.834 0.375 0.550 0.561 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583    

Total 15346.835 14.375 6.586 9.642 9.849 

Tariff 53—
high voltage (ICC) 

Network  20446.000 1.690  3.398 3.666 

Energy  12.109    

Fixed retail  2700.835     

Variable retail  0.834  0.205 0.222 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583    

Total 23146.835 14.375  3.603 3.888 

ICC site-specific—
high voltage 

Energy  12.109    

Fixed retail  2700.835     

Variable retail  0.834  0.205 0.222 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583    

Total 2700.835 12.685  0.205 0.222 

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding. 
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Table 9 Notified prices—very large business customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Connection unit Capacity Demand 

Off-peak Peak 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh $/day/unit $/kVA of AD/month  $/kVA/month 

Tariff 52A—   
high voltage 
(CAC STOUD 33-66kV)
  

Network  9877.800 3.340 1.162 6.211 6.067 14.266 

Energy  12.109 12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335      

Variable retail  0.934 0.802 0.375 0.367 0.862 

Headroom       

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583 -0.2583    

Total 12779.135 16.125 13.815 6.586 6.434 15.128 

Tariff 52B—     
high voltage (CAC 
STOUD 22/11kV Bus)
  

Network  9877.800 3.340 1.162 6.211 4.308 47.661 

Energy  12.109 12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335      

Variable retail  0.934 0.802 0.375 0.260 2.881 

Headroom       

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583 -0.2583    

Total 12779.135 16.125 13.815 6.586 4.568 50.542 

Tariff 52C—          
high voltage (CAC 
STOUD 22/11kV Line)
  

Network  9877.800 3.340 1.162 6.211 7.826 65.087 

Energy  12.109 12.109    

Fixed retail  2901.335      

Variable retail  0.934 0.802 0.375 0.473 3.934 

Headroom       

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2583 -0.2583    

Total 12779.135 16.125 13.815 6.586 8.299 69.021 

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding. 
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Table 10 Notified prices—large business customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a  Usage 

b 

Below threshold Above threshold 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh 

Tariff 43—         
Business customer 
(over 100 MWh) 

Network  3859.200 3.027 11.405 

Energy  15.197 15.197 

Fixed retail  418.895   

Variable retail  1.102 1.608 

Headroom    

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702 -0.2702 

Total 4278.095 19.056 27.940 

a  Charged per metering point.  
b  Usage (below threshold)—up to 97,000 kWh per year; usage (above threshold)— 97,000kWh per year and above. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding. 
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Table 11 Limited-access obsolete tariffs—small business customers (excl GST) 

Retail tariff Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Capacity 

Block 1/ Peak Block 2 Off-peak/flat Up to 7.5 kW Over 7.5 kW 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh c/kWh $/kW $/kW 

Tariff 62A—                  
time-of-use declining 
block tariff b 

Network 58.400 43.210 34.394 6.290   

Energy  15.197 15.197 15.197   

Fixed retail  51.886      

Variable retail  10.922 9.274 4.018   

Headroom       

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3025 -0.3025 -0.3025   

Total 110.286 69.027 58.562 25.203   

Tariff 65A—                    
time-of-use tariff c 

Network  58.000 31.514  11.110   

Energy  15.197  15.197   

Fixed retail  51.886      

Variable retail  8.735  4.919   

Headroom       

SRES cost pass-through  -0.3025  -0.3025   

Total 109.886 55.144  30.924   

Tariff 66A—                   
dual-rate demand 
tariff 

Network  190.300   9.854 3.816 11.521 

Energy    15.197   

Fixed retail  51.886      

Variable retail    4.685 0.714 2.154 

Headroom       

SRES cost pass-through    -0.3025   

Total 242.186   29.433 4.530 13.675 

a  Charged per metering point.  
b  Block 1: 7 am to 9 pm on weekdays (first 10,000 kWh per month); Block 2: 7 am to 9 pm on weekdays (remaining kWh per month); off-peak: all other times. 
c  Peak: a fixed 12-hour period as agreed between the retailer and customer from the range 7 am to 7 pm, 7.30 am to 7.30 pm or 8 am to 8 pm; off-peak: all other times. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding.  
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Table 12 Obsolete tariffs—large business customers (excl GST) 

Retail 
tariff 

Tariff component Fixed 
a Usage Demand 

Off-peak/flat Peak Off-peak/flat Peak 

c/day c/kWh c/kWh $/kW/month $/kW/month 

Tariff 
50—                         
over 100 
MWh 
small 
(demand) 

Network  3338.000 4.940 1.559 11.084 72.930 

Energy  15.197 15.197   

Fixed retail  377.245     

Variable retail  1.217 1.013 0.670 4.408 

Headroom      

SRES cost pass-through  -0.2702 -0.2702   

Total 3715.245 21.084 17.499 11.754 77.338 

a  Charged per metering point. 
Note: Totals may not add up precisely due to rounding. 
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